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Final Report
Service Evaluation of East Jefferson County
Overview
Jefferson County PUD hired D. Hittle & Associates, Inc. (DHA) to examine the electric system
serving East Jefferson County prior to the PUD Commission determining whether a vote should
authorize the PUD to seek electric authority. The purpose of this analysis is to provide order of
magnitude estimates on the cost of the electric system that the PUD would either need to
construct or an approximate price that the PUD would need to pay for such a system. The
analysis contains a number of sensitivity studies and answers questions that have been raised by
the PUD Commissioners. The results of the analysis show that based on current economics in
August 2000, the PUD could provide power to the customers now served by Puget Sound Energy
(PSE or Puget) within Eastern Jefferson County at an average rate below (by 7% to 12%) what
PSE is projected to charge if the electric system can be purchased for $27.5 million, which is in
excess of the current value recorded by PSE within the County. If the PUD is required to build
a completely new system at a cost of $34.4 million, then PUD will still be able to offer its
customers a discount of about 1% to 5% below PSE rates.
If average wholesale power costs are higher than the assumed 2.9 cents per kWh assumed in the
above analysis and rise to 3.5 cents per kWh and the electric system can be purchased for $27.5
million the average PUD rate will be about equal to those of PSE rates. If on the other hand,
wholesale power can be obtained at the projected Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)
Priority Firm (PF) rate of 2.55 cents/kWh and the electric system can be purchased for $27.5
million, then the average PUD rate would be about of 13% to 17% below that of PSE. On the
basis of this order of magnitude analysis, DHA believes that Jefferson County PUD should
seriously move forward to bringing the benefits of a locally controlled and consumer owned
electric power system to the citizens of Eastern Jefferson County. Specifically, even if the PUD
has to build a complete new system and initially gets a BPA fixed market rate power contract,
the PUD is likely to have rates at or below those of PSE. If that were to occur, then PUD would
likely be able to later get BPA PF priced power in 2006, and have rates substantially below those
of PSE. Conversely, if the PUD is able to initially get BPA PF priced power associated with the
residential loads that had been served by the BPA Residential Exchange, then the PUD's average
rates are likely to be below those of PSE.
1.1

Identify Likely Loads within This Area And Power Costs Assuming BPA Rates

From the Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan, we know there are approximately 10,060
households in the portion of Jefferson County served by PSE, see Table 1. According to the
County Comprehensive Plan, PSE serves only about 250 square miles of the County's 1,808
square mile areas or about 13.8 percent. Even if one removes the roughly 1178 square miles of
Olympic National Park and Federal Forest lands from the area of the County, PSE still only
serves about 39 percent of the area. From this information and using some "rules of thumb"
gained from other utilities, the total energy consumption by PSE customers can be estimated.
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We can then check the reasonableness of the estimate by comparing it to utility taxes paid by
PSE to Jefferson County and Port Townsend. We can further compare the estimate to
information contained within the Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan.
Table 1
County Households
Port Townsend
Unincorporated County
less Brinnon (Mason PUD #1)
less West End (Clallam & Grays Harbor PUD's)
Approximate Households in PSE Area

1996
3,560
7,399
-565
-334
10,060

Typical annual PSE residential energy consumption per customer is about 12,367 kWh/customer
based on data recorded in PSE's FERC Form 1 for 1999. Similarly, typical annual commercial
consumption is about 77,715 kWh per customers. A rough approximation of the number of
commercial and governmental customers is about 10 percent of the number of residential
customers. Therefore if there were 10,060 residential customers there would be about 1,006
commercial/governmental customers. This means that annual electric consumption would be
about 124,412,020 kWh for residential customers and 78,181,290 kWh for
commercial/governmental customers. The total annual electric consumption of PSE customers
within Eastern Jefferson County is, therefore, estimated at approximately 202,593,310 kWh per
year. Table 2 documents this order of magnitude estimate of sales to current PSE customers and
the associated wholesale power sales cost at BPA rates.

Power Supply Estimates
Residential based on 1998 FERC F-1
Commercial/Governmental

Table 2
Customers
10,060
1,006

Retail Load (kWh)
Wholesale load @ 4% losses (kWh)
Power Costs, PF residential & commercial (cents/kWh)
Assumed Power Supply Cost (cents/kWh)
Annual Power Cost

kwh/cust
12,367
77,715

Annual use
124,412,020
78,181,290

Fraction
61.41%
38.59%

202,593,310
210,697,042
2.55

3.5

2.91660749
$6,145,206

If we divide 202,593,310 kWh per year by 8760 hours per year we get an average PSE load of
about 23.1 MW. The Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan indicates PSE's 1997 peak load is
about 72 MegaVoltAmpere (MVA). Assuming a unity power factor, this would yield a load
factor (ratio of average to peak load) of about 32%. This is lower than one would normally
expect. That means that we have probably underestimated the PSE energy sales. Conversely, by
underestimating sales, our economic analysis of the PUD taking over PSE properties will be
conservative and not overstate the advantages of the PUD getting electric authority. The DHA
analysis in several areas uses conservative assumptions so that if the PUD decides to serve
eastern Jefferson County the PUD should be able to meet or reduce rates charged by PSE.
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1.2

Service To Eastern Jefferson County With And Without Port Townsend & Mill

Currently Port Townsend Paper Corporation (PT Paper or the Mill) is a Direct Service Industrial
(DSI) customer of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). The Mill also has some of its
own generation. While the exact level of Mill electric consumption is not known, it has
historically operated between 12 MW and 20 MW of load. As recorded in the 1995 BPA Annual
report, the mill consumed 112,114,000 kWh of electricity from BPA. This is approximately 12.8
average MW of energy. Whether the Mill would like to be served by a new PUD or remain a
direct service industrial (DSI) customer of BPA is an interesting question.
Currently, many BPA DSI customers, like the Mill, are trying to put part of their load on
adjacent BPA preference customers so as to get lower power rates and be more competitive.
BPA is resisting this move, but because it impacts the survivability of many DSI's, a policy is
scheduled to be developed late in the fall of 2000. This means that if, a PUD were formed and
could get BPA Priority Firm power, it may help keep Mill power costs down. Conversely, in the
interim, Clallam County PUD may be able to fulfill this role.
Conversely, the Mill has signed a BPA power sales contract and is set to get power at the BPA
IP-02 rate. Based on DHA calculations and assuming a 100% load factor, the delivered cost of
power to PT Paper Corporation would be about 2.55 cents per kWh or $2,854,837 per year at the
BPA IP-02 rate. Evaluating the Mill load at the BPA PF rate would yield a delivered cost of
power of about $2.5 million. If one adds the PUD Washington State taxed, the price would
increase to about $2.8 million so any potential savings would be small at best from the IP-02
rate. Even with such a situation, the Mill may find some limited benefits in supporting formation
of an electric PUD. The benefits would be as a hedge in case the difference between the PF rate
and the IP rate grows in the future, at which time, the Mill might be able to transfer some or its
entire load to an existing preference customer of BPA. A second benefit would be that the PUD
would likely be a lower cost provider of local transmission services if a regional transmission
group were formed. Specifically, the Mill may economically prefer to have a locally controlled
PUD provide the last few miles of transmission wheeling services instead of paying for such
transmission at rates determined by another more distant entity.
An additional alternative for the Mill would be for it to increase the amount of generation it
supplies itself. This could be done by either ownership of a generation project at the Mill site if
the natural gas pipeline is built, or by contractual participation with a generation project
developer at such a time.
In Appendix D to the recent City of Port Townsend Franchise Analysis report, the City estimated
that total PSE sales within Port Townsend were about 72,112,320 kWh per year. The DHA
estimate is very close to this amount. DHA estimates that sales within Port Townsend would be
about 71,693,060 kWh, based on 3,560 residential customers and 356 commercial and
governmental customers.

PUD pays a Utility Tax on Gross Electric Sales of 3.873% and 2.14% State Privilege tax. The PUD can also
negotiate to pay additional taxes.
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Therefore, if Jefferson County PUD were to serve just the eastern portion of Jefferson County
now served by PSE it might have annual sales of about 202 million kWh per year. If the Mill
took service from the PUD the sales would increase to 315 million kWh per year. If neither the
Mill nor the City of Port Townsend were served by the PUD, then PUD loads would be only
about 131 million kWh per year.
From a capital cost perspective, if the Mill were to be served we might need to include an
additional substation in our analysis, due to transmission voltage depending upon whether a
voltage upgrade has occurred or not and whether the Mill would like to retain ownership of their
substation. If Port Townsend were not to be served, the PUD could remove between one and
two substations and possibly 4 miles of transmission from its capital costs.

1.3

Identify Non-PSE Power Source

Currently, PSE electricity comes from the BPA Fairmont Transmission substation, Clallam
County PUD's Discovery Bay Switching Station (and associated Clallam & Port Townsend
Paper transmission lines), and BPA 115 kV transmission line near Quilcene. The step-up
transformer at PSE's Shine Beach Substation that connects to a submarine cable to the Kitsap
Peninsula appears to have been removed. Jefferson County PUD should be able to take power
from the BPA Fairmount Transmission substation, Clallam County PUD Discovery Bay
Switching Station (and associated Clallam and Port Townsend Paper transmission lines), and
BPA 115 kV transmission near Quilcene. This should provide adequate service for the loads to
be served by the PUD, depending upon the transmission, substation and distribution system
configuration.

1.4

Discuss Alternate Wholesale Power Suppliers And Risks

Traditionally, Washington PUD' s have principally relied upon BPA as a principal source of
electric wholesale power. Investor owned electric utilities, such as PSE, have also relied on both
BPA power and BPA subsidies along with power financed by tax-exempt bonds issued by
Washington State public agencies to make their wholesale power costs competitive. The
Washington State Electricity System Study (December 31, 1998, Washington State Legislature,
WUTC and Dept of Community, Trade and Economic Development) identified (Table 1.31) PSE
unbundled generation costs as 3.49 cents per kWh and the statewide average as 2.66 cents per
kWh. PSE's high generation costs are due to some extremely expensive thermal power plants it
contracted for. This becomes more obvious when one knows that in 1999 over 23% of PSE's
energy output came from PUD mid-Columbia projects at an average cost of 0.94 cents/kWh.
More troubling to PSE customers should be the fact that some of these mid-Columbia contracts
start expiring in 2005. Therefore, PSE power costs beyond the next 5 years could increase to
some very high amounts.
Currently, the wholesale power market is in a state of transition. The BPA melded Priority-Firm
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rate, which is reserved for BPA's best public power customers is estimated to be around 2.55
cents per kWh delivered with BPA transmission. Based on current BPA policy, Jefferson
County PUD would not necessarily qualify for this rate. The PUD may qualify for the PF-TAC
(Targeted Adjustment Clause), which is a fixed rate adjusted by BPA for market purchases. This
rate, when adjusted for a melded load and transmission delivery, has been estimated in the BPA
rate case to be about 3.55 cents per kWh. Even though BPA suspended its subscription contract
process due to higher than expected demand and higher than expected market price volatility, the
PUD could still apply for BPA power. BPA had previously limited new utilities asking for
contracts to have had elections, performed planning analysis on how to serve loads, and
performed economic evaluations to show that the utility was economically viable. Fully
amortized combined cycle combustion turbine costs of generation are estimated to be around 3.5
cents per kWh. If a sufficiently large natural gas pipeline is brought to Jefferson County, the
PUD should be able to participate in the ownership of locally generated energy in this price
range. Based on the law of supply and demand, this should put an upper limit on long-term
market power costs both regionally and to the PUD.
Alternatively, if Jefferson County PUD takes over PSE's customers within Jefferson County, the
PUD may have some of the customers now receiving BPA exchange benefits, effectively
qualifying for the approximately 2.55 cents per kWh PF rate. BPA would identify these
customers as an annexed load. If we assume that the PUD serves the current Jefferson County
PSE customers and based on our estimates in Section 1.1, roughly 61.4 percent of the energy
would be for residential customers. If we assume that power for the residential customers can be
ultimately purchased for 2.55 cents per kWh and power for commercial/governmental customers
can be purchased for 3.5 cents per kWh, then the melded average power cost would be slightly
more than 2.9 cents per kWh (2.9 = (61.4%*2.55 + 38.6%*3.5)). Please see Table 2.
Other PUD's have recently been shopping for sources of bulk power supply for customers.
These are usually in the form of a portfolio of power purchases from a regional investor owned
electric utility with power to sell, such as Idaho Power Corporation, and some portion of
generation resources. Such portfolios appear to be available for 5-year terms at prices under 4.5
cents per kWh. DHA would not recommend utility formation of this PUD at such power costs,
unless an electric distribution system could be acquired for about $13.5 million.
It should also be pointed out that a significant part of the BPA rates are for repayment of WPPSS
(Energy Northwest) bonds in support of WNP 1, 2, and 3 (of which only WNP 2 is in
operations). These bonds will be retired in 2012 (WNP-2), 2017 (WNP-1) and 2018 (WNP-3)
respectively. BPA rates estimated above are only for the initial period from 2001 to 2006. BPA
rates after 2006 are not yet known. If Jefferson County PUD receives electric authority DHA
estimates it would take about two years to become operational. This would likely put the first
full year of initial operation as 2003. For purposes of this analysis, we will assume power costs
of about 2.9 cents per kWh and perform scenario analysis using 2.55 and 3.5 cents per kWh.
Furthermore, customer load factor (the ratio of the average energy used divided by the peak
demand) has a significant impact on power costs. For example, the 100 percent load factor PF
rate (without delivery) is estimated to be about 1.9 cents per kWh, while a melded preference
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customer rate is about 2.2 cents per kWh with an additional 0.35 cents per kWh for BPA
transmission delivery. Therefore, if the PT Paper load, which is at a very high load factor, can be
served it will tend to improve load factor and may help keep average power costs down.
Similarly, there may be opportunities to participate in a generation project within the County if a
natural gas line is built. Natural gas would also likely reduce expected loads and enhance the
load factor of electric customers.

1.5

Estimate Power Costs

Using an assumed value of about 2.9 cents per kWh from the discussion in Section 1.4 above, the
annual power and transmission costs to Jefferson County PUD would be $6.15 million per year.
If we assume a value of 2.55 cents per kWh, then the annual power and transmission cost would
be $5.37 million. Similarly if we assume a power cost of 3.5 cents per kWh then power costs
rise to $7.37 million. The above are based on the PUD not serving PT Paper. The Mill is
estimated to pay BPA around $2.8 million per year for IP-02 power delivered to the site, which
averages to about 2.55 cents per kWh.

1.6

Identify Approximate Depreciated Cost Of PSE Facilities

DHA has performed an order of magnitude estimate of the cost to provide new transmission,
substations, distribution, land, and services within Jefferson County to replace PSE equipment.
This estimate indicates that the PUD should be able to replace PSE equipment for a new
replacement cost of about $34.4 million. Based on information from Jefferson County, PSE
assets within the County (including Port Townsend) are valued at between $25 and 26.7 million.
The difference between the DHA estimate and the Jefferson County assessment would indicate
that the appropriate depreciation figure is in excess of 22%. DHA has been told that the tax
assessor value is based on a "slice" of PSE's system, which includes system generation,
transmission, and corporate overhead facilities. This assessed value may be low in the sense that
it may based on a more depreciated historical book value. An interesting point to address in the
acquisition process would be the degree to which PSE has underpaid property taxes in Jefferson
County, if it claims that its facilities are more valuable than recorded at the County.
Historically in other contested utility acquisition cases, depreciation is closer to 50%. This is due
to the fact that most electrification took place in the 1950's to 1970's and so much of the electric
system that has not been recently replaced is fully depreciated; yet still functioning. Without a
detailed survey of specific equipment and cooperative information from PSE, estimating the
level of depreciation is beyond the scope of this assignment. For purposes of analysis, we will
assume a depreciation factor of 20 percent, which should be conservative.
It should be noted that PSE has installed some new transmission in the area and rebuilt some
substations. However, the new transmission is designed for far more than the loads to be carried
in the area. Specifically, much of the new transmission appears to be capable of 230 kV
operations, which is not required for the level of loads now or in the near future. As a result, the
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PUD in its construction of a new facility would not use the same design standards as PSE has
used. Therefore, the DHA estimate is not based on a "one-for-one of exact kind" replacement
analysis. The DHA estimate is based on constructing a system that will serve the same
customers. Even though the PSE system is different, the property values recorded with the
County confirm the conservativeness and reasonableness of the DHA estimates.

1.6.1 Examine Purchase Of PSE Facilities
Puget has stated to Lakewood, Port Townsend, Bellingham, and Whatcom PUD that its electric
system is not for sale. Therefore, if there is a purchase, it will likely be as a result of a court
order. According to the plan language of RCW 54.16.020, "...In a condemnation proceeding, the
court shall submit to the jury the values placed upon the property by the taxing authority for
taxation purposes, and in respect to property, plants, and facilities of persons using public
highways for furnishing public service without franchises, shall consider in determining the
value thereof the fact that the property, plants, and facilities are subject to be removed from the
highways by reason of being so operated without a franchise." Similarly, the plan language of
RCW 54.20.010 states that " ...After the statement is filed, the district may pay the amount of the
verdict or judgment plus (1) accrued interest thereon less the net income before allowance for
depreciation, and (2) the cost of such improvements and betterments, all as shown by the sworn
statement, and concurrently obtain its decree of appropriation. The condemnee may retire from
use after the verdict or judgment such items of the properties as may be reasonably necessary in
the ordinary and usual course of operation thereof, in which case it shall show in its statement the
reasonable value of such items retired, and the district may deduct such value from the sum
otherwise payable by it." While the PUD Commissioners of Jefferson County PUD need to
consult with their attorneys on the likely purchase methodology to be used by the PUD of PSE
facilities, there are several generally accepted methods to value electric utility systems.
Again, there is no single or universally used method of valuation in all jurisdictions. The
principal methods include: Replacement Cost New Less Depreciation; Depreciated Book Value;
and Net Income Valuation. There are sometimes modifications or adjustments to these methods.
Usually, but not always, Depreciated Book Value is the lowest value, with Net Income Valuation
being the highest. Therefore, Replacement Cost New Less Depreciation is usually an
intermediate value. This analysis will use the Replacement Cost New Less Depreciation method
to value PSE utility assets. The value used by Jefferson County PUD in either a court case
against PSE or in negotiations with PSE will depend upon more detailed field analysis of the
PSE system and directions from the PUD Commissioners and the PUD's attorney. It is
interesting to note that if natural gas is brought to the County, then a Net Income Valuation
method could result in a valuation of PSE facilities that would be lower than the Replacement
Cost New Less Depreciation method proposed in this study.

1.6.2 Examine Lease Cost Of PSE Facilities
Assuming that PSE would encourage Jefferson County PUD to take over the operation of its
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Jefferson County assets, the PUD could lease the facilities from PSE. DHA has contacted a
major leasing agent to find out what the approximate rates and conditions would be for two
hypothetical situations. The first would be to lease a brand new electric system with a value of
approximately $34.4 million (the estimated Replacement Cost New system) with a remaining life
of about 20 to 30 years. The second alternative would be to lease a PSE system estimated at
$27.5 million (Replacement New Less 20% depreciation) with a 15 to 20 year remaining life.
For a $34.4 million tax-exempt, true lease the annual cost would be about $3.87 million per year
over a 20-year period. A 20-year tax-exempt bond would have principal and interest payments
of $3.22 million per year.
For a $27.5 million tax-exempt, true lease the annual cost would be about $3.51 million per year
over a 15-year period. A 15-year tax-exempt bond would have direct principal and interest
payments of only about $3.07 million and a 20-year bond would have principal and interest
payments of $2.60 million per year.
Generally, public agencies do not use leasing to acquire their electric systems. However, if
leasing is desired, DHA can provide the PUD with names of investment banking organizations
that can provide a detailed lease financial package.
1.7

Develop A Physical Plan Of Service & Likely Capital Costs

DHA has examined one-line system diagrams of the BPA, Clallam County PUD and Mason
County PUD #1; information contained within the Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan; and
made limited physical site visits to portions of the electric system within Jefferson County.
Based on this information we have determined the quantities and approximate sizes of
transmission and substation facilities that PSE now has in place within Jefferson County. Based
on this information and judgment associated with the design of and consulting with many small
to medium electric utilities, DHA has estimated the electric system that would be required to
replace PSE's system.
Table 3 documents the numbers of miles of 115 kV transmission and the number of substations
required. It should be noted that one-line diagram indicated that the PT Paper substation
transformers are owned by the Mill. The variation in the number of substation in Table 3 (6 or 7)
depends upon whether PT Paper continues to own the substation or the PUD is required to
construct a new substation. The analysis indicates that 45 miles of new 115 kV transmission
lines and 6 substations would be required to duplicate PSE high voltage facilities. Table 4,
estimates the cost of installing new transmission and substation facilities by the PUD at about
$6.1 million for transmission and $6.05 million for substations. DHA believes that this is the
cost to construct new facilities that will perform the needed functions of serving Jefferson
County customers, now served by PSE.
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Table 3
Order of Magnitude Cost Estimate
PSE Jeff Co Investment-High Voltage
Based on BPA & Clallam Co PUD one-line drawing data, rounded up

115 kV lines/Substations
1 Shine Beach Sub
2 Shine to Port Ludlow
3 Port Ludlow Sub
4 Port Ludlow to Irondale
5 Irondale Sub
6 Irondale to Clallam Tap
7 Clallam Tap to Pt Paper Tap
8 Clallam Tap to Pt Paper Tap 2
9 Pt Paper Tap to Hastings
10 Hastings Sub
11 Hastings to Kearney St
12 Kearny St Sub
13 Kearny to Tap Line
14 Tap line to Hasting Line
15 Tap line to Pt Paper Tap
16 Pt Paper Tap to Mill
17 Pt Townsend Paper Mill
18 Clallam Discover to PSE Discovery
19 Discovery Bay Sub
20 BPA Fairmont to Irondale
21 Quilcene Sub on BPA lines

Miles

MVA

Removed
Removed or not Transmission
25
10.2
10
1
9
4
3
20
2
25
2
1
1
1
BPA Customer, 25 MW
1
20
10
20

Total 115 kV transmission miles
Total number of substations
Total Substation MVA (w/o PT Paper)

45.2
6-7
120

Table 4
Transmission Replacement New
Cost per mile- 115kV minimal
miles
Transmission Cost
Substation Replacement New
10 MVA Substation
20 MVA Substation
25 MVA Substation
Substation Cost
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$135,000
45.2
$6,102,000

$750,000 1
$1,000,000 3
$1,150,000 2

$750,000
$3,000,000
$2,300,000
$6,050,000

Table 5 identifies the amount of three-phase (67 miles) and single-phase (52 miles) distribution
required to serve the customers in Jefferson County along with a rough estimate of transformers,
and other major equipment for a functional system. The list in Table 5 is not a complete list of
all equipment, but is a list of enough equipment, at prices for the equipment and their associated
systems, so that an order of magnitude construction estimate can be made. It is based on
approximate amounts of equipment per customer used at other public power utilities. Based on
this and an estimate of $0.5 million in BPA substation/transmission modifications, DHA has
estimated the total Replacement Cost New for an electric system to serve the same number of
customers at about $34.4 million. This compares favorably with the County Auditor's value of
$25 to $26.7 million, if depreciation in our Replacement Cost New calculation is factored in.
Table 5
Electric System Requirements
D. Hittle & Associates, Inc. rks-9-15-2000

Assumptions
1 Commercial Customers @ 7% Res
704
2 Government Customers @ 3% Res
302
3 Dwelling Units(Residential Customers)
10,060
4 Total Customers
11,066
5 Res Customers per 37.5 kVA OH
4
6% Com/Gov Customers on 150 kVA
50%
7 % Com/Gov Customers on 37.5 kVA
50%
80H Circuit Feet/Customer
3 phase 1 phase
25
9
32
10 Jefferson County "Replacement-Cost-New" (bottom up estimate)
11 Item
Quantity Price/unit New Cost
120H 3 phase line (in feet)
354,112
12.69
$4,493,681
130H 1 phase line
276,650
6.25
$1,729,063
14 OH 37.5 kVA Dist transformers
3,018
1,500
$4,527,000
15 Commercial Transformers 150 kVA
503
6,000
$3,018,000
160H Cut-outs
4,185
150
$627,750
17 Reclosers 3 phase
12
20,000
$240,000
18 Interrupters 3 phase
3
25,000
$75,000
19 Land & Buildings
$350,000
20 Services OH with meter
11,066
600
$6,639,600
21 Subtotal
$21,700,094
22 Substations
$6,050,000
23115 kV OH transmission
$6,102,000
24 BPA Modifications
1 $500,000
$500,000
25 Total Replacement Cost New
$34,352,094
26 Assumed PSE Depreciation Factor
20%
27 System Capital Requirement
$27,481,675
(County lists Puget assets as $25 to $26.7 million)

Line #

Assuming a 20 percent depreciation factor, this would provide a Replacement Cost New Less
Depreciation value of about $27.5 million for the PSE properties of interest within Jefferson
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County. For purposes of sensitivity analysis, a value of $34.4 million will also be used in our
analysis.
Again, the DHA Replacement Cost New less Depreciation valuation method is based upon the
construction of a new electric system to serve the existing customer base. It is not an appraisal
of the PSE system. DHA has sized substations based on our estimate of the amount of power
required to serve load and has used designs concepts for transmission and distribution which may
be different than those of PSE (for example, 115 kV for all transmission, not 230 kV
transmission operated at 115 kV). The analysis is "order of magnitude" and to determine
economic feasibility of service, it is not a detailed design to determine: transmission routes, the
ideal number of substations, exact distribution feeder routes, or the what should be overhead or
underground distribution.

1.8 Identify O&M Requirements Of Service And Likely Costs
Appendix D to the recent City of Port Townsend Franchise Analysis report contains estimates for
Operating and Maintenance (O&M), Administrative and General (A&G) and Customer
Accounting expenses for a Port Townsend municipal electric utility. The values are
$95/customer for O&M, $70/customer for A&G, and $37/customer for Customer Accounting for
a base year of 1998 and escalated at 2% per year. These values were based on American Public
Power Association (APPA) averages across many municipal power systems. DHA has
examined these values based on work for other utility systems and found that they are reasonable
values within the range of what is likely to be required by a public utility that would either serve
eastern Jefferson County or the City of Port Townsend. Therefore, we have used these values for
our analysis. Table 6 quantifies O&M, A&G and Customer Accounting costs for the proposed
PUD electric system. These represent about $1 million of O&M, $0.8 million of A&G, and
$0.41 million of Customer Accounting expenses per year in 1998 dollars.
Table 6
Revenue Requirement
Debt Service without Coverage
Power Supply Expense
Distribution O&M ($95/Customer)
A&G ($70/Customer)
Capital Improvements (coverage)
Customer Accounting ($37/Customer)
Subtotal
Revenue Taxes for PUD's
Total Revenue Requirement
Other Revenues

6.0170%

Pole Rental
Service Charges
Contributed Capital
Subtotal-Other Revenues
Net Revenue Requirements
Rev Requirement Cents per kWh 1998
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$30,000
$75,000
$100,000
$205,000

$2,600,421
$6,145,206
$1,051,270
$774,620
$910,147
$409,442
$11,891,107
$715,488
$12,606,595

-$205,000
$12,401,595
6.12

It should be pointed out that if the PUD constructed new facilities, the O&M and therefore, the
A&G costs related to O&M would both be lower during the initial years of operation of a new
electric system. Again, this would conservatively overstate the cost of operating a new system
by the PUD.

1.9

Contact IBEW Local 77 To Identify Members In Area

DHA has contacted the IBEW Local 77 as to the number of PSE employees within Jefferson
County. There are 13 such employees. The Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan identifies
PSE as having 26 employees within Jefferson County. This should form a skilled workforce
base for a newly created PUD.

1.10 Suggest PUD Organizational Structure To Handle O&M, Billing, Admin, Etc.
Many utilities keep statistics on the basis of the number of customers per employee. Based on
work for other utilities DHA feels that an average customer per employee number of about 300
customers per employee for a PUD electric distribution utility. This would mean that if there
were a total of 11,066 customers as estimated in Table 4, there would be roughly 37 FTE
employees for the new utility. Assuming that three of the existing staff have both electric and
water duties, this would mean that a new PUD would need about 34 additional employees.
Considering that PSE had identified a total of 26 employees within Jefferson County and an
unknown number of employees located in its Bellevue office and Kitsap County Operations who
helped serve Jefferson County, 34 additional new employees appears reasonable. If we assume
800 customers per line crew member, we would then recommend 14 line crew. A rule of thumb
for meter reading is one meter reader for every 4000 to 5000 meter reads per month. If the PUD
has monthly billing that means that there would need to be between 2 and 3 meter readers. DHA
estimates that the following is a rough identification of organizational requirements for the new
PUD electric function.
Table 7
New Electric Employees
Organizational Area
New FTE's
Engineering
4
Customer Service
4
Conservation/Power
Supply
1
Operations Sup.
2
Vehicle Maint.
2
Warehouse
1
Line Crew
14
Accounting/Billing
3
Meter Readers
3
Total
34
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1.11 Pro-forma Finance Plan And Revenue Requirements
Table 8 shows that the likely sizing of a revenue bond issue would be for about $29.6 million.
The Bonds are assumed to be 20-year bonds with an effective interest rate of 6.1%, and require a
1.35 Debt Service Covenant. This essentially assumes a tax-exempt debt financing. Tax-exempt
bonds would have rates of about 5.75 to 6.1 percent, so DHA has assumed a conservative value
of 6.1% for a tax-exempt issue. If taxable bonds were to be issued, a value between 6.8 and 7.2
percent would be more appropriate. As a scenario analysis we have determined costs based on a
7.0 percent interest rate. We have assumed in the Bond Sizing that issuance costs are slightly
below 2% and that legal and engineering fees to be capitalized are about $500,000. Working
capital is about $1,024,200 or about 2 months of purchased power costs. This yields annual
principal and interest costs of about $2.6 million per year to be supported by rates. It also yields
an additional revenue requirement of $910,100 per year for coverage. This amount can be used
for other valid purposes and is assumed to be used for renewals and replacement of capital
equipment. A Bond Reserve fund would also likely be created, but its costs would be
approximately offset by interest income. A more detailed financing plan can be created once a
PUD financial advisor is identified.
Table 8
Debt Service Cost Assumptions

System Capital Required
Engineering Studies & Legal
Initial Working Capital
Debt Issuance Costs
Total Bond Issue Size
Bond Length
Interest Rate
Debt Service Coverage Ratio
Principal & Interest
Debt Service with Coverage

$27,481,675
500,000
1,024,200
580,118
29,585,993
20
6.10%
1.35
$2,600,421
$3,510,569

Bond reserve fund is not included as it is assumed it is financed with equal interest earnings

Table 6 shows PUD revenue requirements for a 1998 base year. Operations and Maintenance
costs of $95 per customer were taken from the City of Port Townsend Analysis. DHA believes
that these are reasonable values for a Distribution system such as the PUD would have.
Similarly, Administrative and General costs of $70 per customer and Customer Accounting
Costs of $37 per customer also appear reasonable. Minimum PUD taxes have been shown.
DHA has also included "other revenue" that would likely offset revenue requirements as
identified from the Port Townsend analysis, but increased for the larger size of the PUD system.
This yields a 1998 base-year revenue requirement of about 6.1 cents per kWh, which is well
below PSE's average revenue requirement.
As discussed earlier DHA estimates that with a favorable vote in November, that the PUD could
have a full year of operation in 2003. Therefore Table 9 estimates 2003 to 2006 Average
Revenue Requirements. Table 9 conservatively assumes no load growth from 1998 load levels.
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If load and customer growth were included the required average revenue requirement would be
less. PUD O&M, A&G and Customer Accounting costs are assumed to escalate at 2% per year
from the 1998 base. Table 9 shows an average revenue requirement of about 6.22 to 6.30 cents
per kWh for the 2003 to 2006 period.

Table 9
Summary of Jefferson County PUD Revenue Requirements
Year
2003
2004
2005
$2,600,421
$2,600,421
$2,600,421
Debt Service
$6,145,206
$6,145,206
$6,145,206
Power Supply Expense
$1,160,687
$1,183,901
$1,207,579
Distribution O&M
$855,243
$872,348
$889,795
A&G Expense
$910,147
$910,147
$910,147
Capital Improvements/Debt Coverage
$452,057
$461,098
$470,320
Customer Accounting
$12,123,762 $12,173,122 $12,223,469
Subtotal
$735,486
$729,487
$732,457
PUD taxes
$12,853,249 $12,905,579 $12,958,955
Total
Less Other Revenues
Pole Rentals fees
$30,000
$30,000
$30,000
Service Charges
$75,000
$75,000
$75,000
Contributed Capital
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
$205,000
$205,000
$205,000
Subtotal Other Revenues
$12,648,249 $12,700,579 $12,753,955
Net Revenue Requirement Jeff Co PUD
6.27
6.24
6.3
Average Cents/kWh

2006
$2,600,421
$6,145,206
$1,231,731
$907,591
$910,147
$479,726
$12,274,823
$738,576
$13,013,399
$30,000
$75,000
$100,000
$205,000
$12,808,399
6.32

Assumes: no load growth; fixed rate BPA power contract; while O&M, A&C, Gust Acctg escalate at 2% per year, no increase in other revenues

Forecast PSE Rates
Average Cents/kWh
%Reduction from PSE Rates-base

6.739
7.40%

6.872
8.76%

7.007
10.09%

7.145
11.55%

For comparison purposes, DHA performed a rough forecast (Table 10) of PSE likely average
residential & commercial customer revenue requirements. DHA is not aware of any detailed
forecasts by PSE of their future retail rates by customer class. To perform a rough forecast of
future PSE rates, DHA took PSE 1999 FERC Form 1 filing data for residential and commercial
revenues and kWh sales and combined it with BPA forecasts for changes in PSE's Average
System Cost (ASC), which is the utility's average bulk power & transmission cost. DHA has
escalated PSE non-ASC costs at 1.25%, which is less than the assumed 2% escalation rate used
for PUD O&M, A&G, and Customer Accounting. Based on PSE's history of increases in
electric power rates and likely changes in PSE wholesale power costs, as modeled by BPA, these
forecasts seem reasonable for purposes of comparison. Actual year-to-year values are a function
of when rate cases occur, inflationary pressure, market conditions, load growth and other factors.
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Table 10
Forecast of Future PSE Average Residential+Commercial Revenue Requirements
608,259,019 1999-Res Revenue ($)
9,861,792 1999-Res Sales MWh
474,239,996 1999-Corn Revenue ($)
7,520,389 1999-Corn Sales MWh
6.228 1999-Ave Rate Res & Corn (cents/kWh)
3.703 BPA-10/1/99 ASC Forecast from BPA Rate Case
2.525 Non ASC Power Cost 1999-cents/kWh)
2.589 Escalate at 1.25%/yr to 2001
1.25%
Year
BPA Projected ASC
Escalated Non ASC
Projected PSE Ave Rate

2003 2004 2005 2006
4.085 4.185 4.286
4.39 BPA ASC Projection
2.654 2.687
2.721 2.755 Increase of 1.25%/yr from 21
6.739 6.872
7.007 7.145

1.12 Pro-forma Revenue Requirements By Customer Class
Table 11 shows a rough estimate of revenue requirement by customer class based on taking the
average revenue requirement and associating that amount with the specific bulk power cost.
Residential customers were assumed to be assigned 2.55 cents per kWh for delivered wholesale
power and commercial/governmental customers were assumed to be assigned 3.5 cents per kWh
for delivered wholesale power costs. Actual rates for each customer class will be a function of
final system and power costs to be negotiated and determined on the basis of a cost of service
study.
Table 11
PUD Average Revenues per Customer Class
Year
2003
2004
124,412,020 124,412,020
Residential Sales kWh
$7,292,908
$7,325,044
Residential Revenue Requirements
5.86
Res Ave Revenues (cents/kWh)
5.89
78,181,290
Commercial/Gov Sales kWh
78,181,290
$5,355,340
$5,375,534
Com/Gov Revenue Requirements
6.85
Com/Gov Ave Revenues (cents/kWh)
6.88
$12,648,248 $12,700,578
Total Revenues
6.24
6.27
Average Cents/kWh

2005
124,412,020
$7,357,822
5.91
78,181,290
$5,396,132
6.9
$12,753,954
6.30

2006
124,412,020
$7,391,256
5.94
78,181,290
$5,417,142
6.93
$12,808,398
6.32

1.13 Compare Rates To PSE, Clallam, Mason 1, & Grays Harbor Co PUD's
Rate Schedules from PSE, Clallam County PUD, Mason County PUD #1 and Grays Harbor Co.
PUD have been included within the Appendix. As a comparison, DHA has also examined the
average revenues from these PUD's as reported in the Washington PUD Association Source

Book for 1998 Data, which was published in 1999. DHA has also taken similar Data for PSE
contained within their 1999 data filed with the FERC on Form 1. This data has been combined
into Table 12.

Utility
PSE-1999
Clallam Co PUD
Grays Harbor PUD
Mason Co PUD #1

Table 12
Average Revenue Requirements per Customer Class
Residential Industrial Com
Irrigation Other
6.17
4.42
14.13
6.31
5.16
4.03
4.84
n/a
5.03
3.52
n/a
4.97
4.94
5.60
6.27
n/a
n/a
n/a
6.16

Total
5.92
4.94
4.57
6.24

The Residential Average Revenue of Jefferson County PUD with 2003 to 2006 values of 5.86 to
5.94 cents per kWh (See Table 11) compares favorably to the above PSE 1999 values.
Commercial Average Revenue requirements for the same time period of 6.85 to 6.93 cents per
kWh appear high compared to PSE 1999 values, but include 5 to 8 years of cost escalation in the
Jefferson County PUD values and several conservative assumptions within the DHA analysis.

1.14 Identify Risks And Areas Of Vulnerability
The principal areas of risk and vulnerability associated with the formation of a Jefferson County
PUD electric system that would serve eastern Jefferson County are: 1) the ability of PSE to either
delay or increase the cost; 2) the ability to either construct or acquire an electric system for
between $27.5 to $34.4 million; 3) the ability as a new utility to get a BPA post-subscription
power sales contract at favorable terms and conditions; and 4) potential load reductions
(depending upon when if or when service occurs and at what rates) due to natural gas being
available for space and water heating.
With a favorable vote of the citizens of Jefferson County, the PUD should be able to acquire
bond financing. Similarly, the PUD as a public power utility, once it is formed, should be able to
get a power contract with BPA. Therefore, significant risks are related to PSE's ability to delay
the PUD and/or attempt to impose an excessive sale price on its assets. Those risks can be
managed by the PUD Commissioners through their choice of attorneys and consultants, through
the PUD's legal approach to acquisition or by-pass, and through their ability to focus public
opinion on PSE. The risk associated with load loss is real, but a function of when and if natural
gas is made available. This risk can be managed in two ways. The first is by insuring that the
PUD does not pay PSE for a system that is sized too large for the loads that need to be served.
The second risk mitigation is to make sure that the load level to be served is sufficient to provide
competitively priced electric utility rates. DHA performed a sensitivity study on serving eastern
Jefferson County without the loads of the City of Port Townsend. This sensitivity analysis
around different load levels is more extreme than the load loss that could be expected from the
introduction of competitively priced natural gas. The sensitivity analysis also shows that even at
the lower load level, a PUD is economically feasible. A final risk, but not a significant one, will
be the need for the PUD to get and keep skilled electric utility staff. Currently, there is a
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shortage of electrical line workers, electrical engineers, and other experienced utility personnel.
PSE's decision to outsource much of its staff may mitigate the PUD's difficulty in getting
experienced key electric utility staff.

1.15 Sensitivity Analysis On PSE Costs, Power Costs, Interest Rates & Loads
DHA has run a number of sensitivity studies to determine the potential impact of various
alternatives. The first sensitivity studies include electric system costs of $27.5 million (base),
and $34.4 million (full replacement). The second set of sensitivity studies examine variations in
wholesale power costs from the 2.9 cents per kWh base to 3.5 cents per kWh, and 2.55 cents per
kWh. The thirds set of sensitivity studies has to deal with Interest rate variations from the 6.1%
base to 7% and 5.5%. The final set of sensitivity studies is related load variation and quantifies
not serving the City of Port Townsend and with serving the Port Townsend Paper Corporation.
For serving PT Paper, we have assumed that the PUD can purchase power for the Mill at a rate
that does not increase the power costs to the Mill above the current IP-02 rate. Table 13 shows
the summary average revenue results of the analysis.

Year
Base Case
Sys Cost $33.8 million
3.5 Cents/kWh power
2.55 Cents/kWh power
7.0% Taxable Interest Rate
5.5% Interest Rate
w/o City of Port Townsend
With PT Paper Mille
Estimated PSE Ave. Rev.

Table 13
Sensitivity Study Summary Results
Average Revenues in Cents per kWh
2003
2004
2005
2006
6.24
6.27
6.30
6.32
6.68
6.70
6.73
6.76
6.90
6.93
6.95
6.98
5.83
5.86
5.88
5.91
6.38
6.40
6.43
6.46
6.16
6.18
6.21
6.23
6.44
6.47
6.49
6.52
4.90
4.91
4.93
4.95
6.739
6.872
7.007
7.145

Conclusions
Based on the sensitivity analysis it appears that an electric PUD could provide significant
benefits to current PSE customers in eastern Jefferson County across a broad range of assumed
conditions. As such, further analysis and discussions among community leaders and citizens is
warranted. If community support is present, then the Commission should seek electric authority
for Jefferson County PUD.

Serving the Mill using PF-02 power, but charging the Mill the equivalent of IP-02 for 112,114,000 kWh per year
reduces the average revenue requirement by about one third, but a cost allocation would show only a slight benefit
to the PUD's other customers.
2
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Appendix
2000 Electric Rate Schedules
Mason County PUD
Puget Sound Energy
Public Utility No. 1 of Clallam County
Public Utility No. 1 of Grays Harbor county

E gust 1, 1999

Doc:Rates Drive:S

MASON COUNTY PUD NO. 1
N. 21971 Hwy 101
Shelton, WA 98584
(360) 877-5249 or 1-800-544-4223

hLECTRIC RATE SCHEDULES (Last Rate Change: Aug. 1, 1999)
esidential Service
Basic Charge
Plus all KWH usage @
Minimum Charge
eneral Service
Basic Charge
Plus all KWH usage @
Minimum Charge

$13.00/month
.0510 cents/KWH
13.00/month

General Service Remote
Cost of Service
Plus all KWH usage @
Minimum Charge

22.00/month 10
26.00/month 30
.056 cents/KWH
22.00/mouth 10
26.00/month 30

$20.00/Month 10
$23.00/Month 30
19.7/cents KWH
$21.00/Month 10
$24.00/Month 30

Security Lights
100 Watt, High Pressure Sodium 7.20/month
Pole Charge
1.80/month

OTHER CUSTOMER CHARGES

Aeter Check (if no problem found) $15.00
15.00
Cut-Off, Non-Pay
Reconnect same customer within
one year - Residential

95.00 10
125.00 30

Reconnect same customer within
one year - General Service

125.00 10
145.00 30

Service Charge (to set up or
nodify an account)

10.00

Unauthorized Reconnect

50.00

**Renter Deposit (minimum)

100.00

**Connect Charge (during nonregular working hours)

100.00

**Meter Tampering, Power Theft
250.00
or Power Diversion...This represents
the minimum charge. The District
reserves the right to recover all
damages allowed by law.
**Bad Check Charge

25.00

**Late Charge
1.5%
(On unpaid balance over 30 days)

Electricity Rate
FOR RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS

At Puget Sound Energy our aim is to be the best
energy delivery company bar none. As the largest
energy utility headquartered in Washington state,
we provide electricity, natural gas and
energy-related services to more than 1.2 million
homes and businesses like yours throughout the
greater Puget Sound region and beyond. From
installing automated meter reading technology to
creating a state-of-the-art customer service center,
we are harnessing new technologies to efficiently
provide you with reliable and responsive service.
And, we do it for less, delivering energy service at
among the lowest costs in the nation.
If you would like more information about our
rates for natural gas, electricity rates for commercial or industrial businesses, details about your
rights and responsibilities as our customer, or a
copy of our latest annual performance report card,
feel free to call us at 1-888-225-5773 or visit us at
www.pugetsoundenergy.com. We are available 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
*PUGET
SOUND
ENERGY

All rates shown in this brochure are subject to adjustment by other
schedules in the company's tariff as may apply.

#1215 • KAYE-SMITH • 50m • 3/00
Iv
„„t Printed on recycled paper.

HOW YOUR BILL IS CALCULATED

The following
example is provided to help you understand how the electricity
you use is priced. This example uses summer residential rates.

SCHEDULE 7 RESIDENTIAL SERVICE For a customer
who used 1,400 kWh during one month (assuming 30 days of
service).
$5.36.
*Basic.charge:

First 600 kWh x 6.07090
Remaining 800 kWh x 6.93650
Subtotal

$36.43
$55.49
$97.28

Residential:and.FarmEnergy.exChange::
credit$15.19
1,400 kWh x 1.0850
$4.93
City tax (if any)
$87.02
Total bill
* For Schedule 7, the Basic charge covers meter reading,
billing and other related fixed costs.

RESIDENTIAL SERVICE Used principally
for domestic purposes with service delivered through one meter
to a single-family unit. May include limited incidental nondomestic use. Effective date: April 1, 2000.
Monthly rate:
Basic charge: $5.36 single phase or $13.24 three phase.

Energy charge:
Base rate Oct-Mar: for the first 600 kWh
Schedule 120 adjustment
Effective rate

6.04690
0.02400

Base rate Oct-Mar: for all over 600 kWh
Schedule 120 adjustment
Effective rate

7.50710
0.02400

Base rate Apr-Sep: for the first 600 kWh
Schedule 120 adjustment
Effective rate

6.04690
0.02400

Base rate Apr-Sep: for all over 600 kWh
Schedule 120 adjustment
Effective rate

6.91250
0.02400

6.07090

7.53110

6.07090

6.93650

For all residential customers: Energy charges are reduced
by 1.0850 per kWh, per Schedule 94.

RESIDENTIAL AND FARM ENERGY
EXCHANGE Underthe Residential and Farm Energy Exchange
agreement between the company and the Bonneville Power Administration, credits are available for residential and small farm customers.
Credits are automatically passed through to residential customers.
Farm customers must apply and qualify for the credit. Effective:
October 1, 1995. (1.0850 per kWh credit.)

ELECTRICITY CONSERVATION
SERVICE RIDER This rate adjustment collects costs incurred
for providing electricity conservation services. Effective: April 1,
2000. (0.02400 per kWh)

EC,
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CLAILAM CO. PUB

-PI ease- -Fax

:
Ro Ler+- S-Leuzier+

D. 1-41-(6 4- /4 s stIc .
fax: q25-74 N-153

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF CLALLAM COUNTY

SCHEDULE E-4 GENERAL SERVICE - RESIDENTIAL. FARM. IRRIGATION

-24Tlak,

) RATE

AVAILABILITY
This rate applies to residential, farm, Irrigation, and public agency customers for :;onnected loads of 50

horsepower or less or total connected loads of 100 kW or less.
RATE
BASIC. CUSTOMER CHARGE

- Single Phase
- Three Phase

31.20 per day
62.40 per day

ENERGY CHARGE

- All Energy

4.460 per kWh

DISCOUNTS
A. SENIPR CITIZEN (RESIDENTIAL)
Qualifying senior citizen customers are eligible under Resolution No. 1478-94, as amended, to apply for
a discount which is based on their income level. The Senior Citizen Discount is t:omputed as follows:
TOTAL HOUSEHOLD ANNUAL
INCOME
0 to $ 8,000
$
$ 8,001 to $12,000
$12,001 to $15,000
$15,001 to $18,000

DAILY CUSTOMER CHARGE
DISCOUNT

ENERGY CHARGE
DISCOUNT

31.20
24.90
15.6t
6.60

8%
5%
4%
2%

The discount shall be effective upon District approval of an application and shall iot be retroactive.
Specific details of this discount are contained in Resolution No. 1478.94, as amended.
B. LOW INCOME DISABLcD CITIZEN DISCOUNT (RESIDENTIAL)
Qualifying low income disabled citizen customers are eligible to apply for a discount which is based
upon the terms and eligibility requirements set forth in Resolution No. 1478-94, a:i amended. The
discount rate shall be 24.90 per day discount on customer charge and five (5) pE rcent discount on
energy charge.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Service under this schedule Is subject to the Rules and Regulations of the Distria.
EFFECTIVE - With all bills rendered on or after December 9, 1996.

Attachment to Resolution No. 1536-96
12/96

3
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CLALLAM CO. PUD

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO 1 OF CLALLAM COUNTY
§CHEDULE E-5 LARGE POWER SERVICE

STANDARD DEMAND RATE:
BASIC CUSTO(ytER CHARGE - $2.13 per day.
ENERGY CHARGE

- All energy at 2.47¢ per kWh.

DEMAND CHARGE

- $4.25 per kW of Recorded Demand.

POWER FACTOR CHARGE - See description below.

RECORDED DEMAND:

- The Recorded Demand under this schedule shall be the
larger of the following demand factors:
a.
b.

POWER FACTOR CHARGE:

The Contract Demand, if any.
The highest 15-minute demand during the month as
determined by demand meter,

- When the measured average Power Factor (P F.) is less
than 95% lagging, the Power Factor charge will be computed
as follows:
Power Factor Charge = [ ( .95 + P.F. )-1] x Demand Charge

MINIMUM CHARGE:

- $1.00 per kW of connected load per month.

PRIMARY SERVICE:

- Service may be taken at the available primary
distribution voltage, and a discount from the a )ove rates
granted If provided for by contract.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Service under this schedule is subject to the Rules and Regulations of the District.
EFFECTIVE
With all bills rendered on or after January-20, 1997:

Attachment to Resolution No. 1594-991'1/25/99)

Page 7
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CLALLAN CO. PUD

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF CLALLAM COUNTY
SCHEDULE E-4 GENERAL SERVICE - COMMERCIAL

AVAILABILITY
This rate applies to commercial customers for connected loads of 60 horsepower or less or total
connected loads of 100 kW or less.
RATE
BASIC CUSTOM R CHARGE

- Single Phase
- Three Phase

31.24 per day
62.44 per day

ENERGY CHARGE

- All Energy

4.464 per kWh

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Service under this schedule Is subject to the Rules and Regulations of the District.
EFFECTIVE
With all bills rendered on or after December 9, 1996.

Attachment to Resolution No. 1536 96 (12/2/96
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Effective December 20, 1999

Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Reso. 3665

SCHEDULE 10
RESIDENTIAL RATE
AVAILABILITY
This schedule is available in all territory served by the
District, for electric service for single family residential
and associated purposes. Examples include: Permanent
homes, mobile homes, recreational vehicles, residential
outbuildings, residential swimming pools, noncommercial
farms (excluding irrigation, five horsepower or greater) and
individually metered apartments or rental units including
building hall lights, air conditioning, water heating, space
heating and laundry facilities therein.

RATE
The rate charge shall be the sum of the customer charge and
the energy charge, but not less than the minimum charge,
computed as follows:
Customer Charge
$ 6.00 per month
Energy Charge
$ 0.0437 per kwh
Minimum Charge
$15.00 per month, includes customer charge.
When additional system capacity is required to
serve other than residential loads, the monthly
minimum charge shall be 65 cents per kilowatt of
system capacity but no less than the basic minimum
charge.
Schedule 10 - Page 1 of 3

GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. Optional Billing. Schedule 10 may be applied at the
General Service customer's option in lieu of Schedule
50 under the following conditions:
a. When more than one apartment or residence is
served through one meter, the total kilowatt-hour
usage during the billing period shall be divided
by the number of units served to determine each
unit's average energy usage. The average usage
shall be computed under the applicable provisions
of rate Schedule 10. Billing charge shall be the
sum of the customer charge and energy charge for
each unit, but not less than the minimum charge.
b.

A change to or from Schedule 10 and 50 shall not
be made by the same customer in a shorter interval
than one year's time.

c.

Incidental business use in conjunction with a
residence, not exceeding two kilowatts connected,
is permissible under this schedule.
(1) Boarding houses with facilities to house five
boarders or less may be served under this
schedule.
(2) In-home day care premises may be served under
this schedule.

2.

Seasonal Service. A charge in accordance with District
fee schedule shall be paid by the customer for
reestablishing service at the same location within 12
months of discontinuance of service. Seasonal service
is not available to accounts with term contracts or
transformer capacity minimum.

3.

Rental Property. Property owners who desire to keep
service connected to rental property must accept
responsibility for payment of the electric service
charge in accordance with the provisions of a
"Continuity of Service Agreement" to be signed by the
property owner.

(Res. 3665)

Schedule 10 - Page 2 of 3

4.

Metering. Service under this schedule shall be
supplied through a single meter, except two-meter
installations which were required to conform with
previous requirements of the District and predecessor
company shall be totalized and billed at a single meter
rate, provided both meters are supplied by the same
service.

5.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

6.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

(Res. 3665)

Schedule 10 - Page 3 of 3

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Res. No. 3066,
3456, 3497, 3656, and 3665

Effective December 20, 1999

SCHEDULE 11
INCOME ELIGIBLE
"Senior or Disabled Citizen"
DISCOUNT PROGRAM

AVAILABILITY
Current residential customers of the District who qualify
and apply for a discount by filing an application attesting
and affirming to the following:
(1) Are at least 62 years of age or older; or
(2) Are a disabled citizen fulfilling criteria as
established herein;
(3) Meet the income criteria as established herein;
(4) Have occupancy of certain property being served
electricity;
(5) The applicant does not reside in or occupy federallysubsidized housing.

DISCOUNT RATE
The discount of electric service billings for qualifying
participants will be as shown below:
k of Discount Minimum Income Maximum Income
20%
15%
10%

$ 8,001
$12,001

$ 8,000 and under
$12,000
$16,000

Schedule 11 - Page 1 of 3

EMERGENCY SITUATION
In an emergency financial situation, upon the recommendation
of C.A.P., the Manager of Customer Service (or his
designee), when funds are not available from C.A.P., may
approve a one time per calendar year billing discount, of up
to
$200.00, for a qualified "Income Eligible Senior or
.
Disabled Citizen.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
The District shall prepare application forms containing the
above and such other affirmations as will carry out the
purposes of RCW 74.38.070.
The applicant approved for the Discount Program will be
entitled to receive a discount for each billing period
during a calendar year. An individual may apply for and
begin the Discount Program at any time during the calendar
year. Applicants must reapply and qualify each calendar
year.
DEFINITIONS
"DISABLED CITIZEN"
1.

A person qualifying for special parking privileges
under RCW 46.16.381(1) (a) through (f).
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

Loss of both lower limbs;
Loss of normal or full use of the lower limbs to
sufficiently constitute a severe disability;
Is so severely disabled, that the person cannot
move without the aid of crutches or a wheelchair;
Loss of both hands;
Suffers from lung disease to such an extent that
forced expiratory respiratory volume, when
measured by spirometry is less than one liter per
second; or
Impairment by cardiovascular disease to the extent
that the person's functional limitations are
classified as class III or IV under standards
accepted by the American Heart Association.
OR:

(Res. 3665)
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2.

A blind person as defined in RCW 74.18.020(4):
"Blind" means a person who has no vision or whose
vision with corrective lenses is so defective as to
prevent the performance of ordinary activities for
which eyesight is essential, or who has an eye
condition of a progressive nature which may lead to
blindness.
OR:

3.

A developmentally disabled person as defined in RCW
71A.10.020(2):
"Developmental disability" means a disability
attributable to mental retardation, cerebral palsy,
epilepsy, autism, or another neurological or other
condition of an individual found by the secretary to be
closely related to mental retardation or to require
treatment similar to that required for individuals with
mental retardation, which disability originates before
the individual attains age eighteen, which has
continued or can be expected to continue indefinitely,
and which constitutes a substantial handicap to the
individual.

"QUALIFYING INCOME"
Total annual household income. This includes combined
income of applicant and spouse or co-tenant living in
the household.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON

Effective December 20, 1999

Resolution No. 2927
Amended by Res. No. 3496
and 3665

SCHEDULE 50
SMALL GENERAL SERVICE RATE

AVAILABILITY
This schedule is available in all territory served by the
District for customers who measure less than 50 kilowatt of
demand. Examples include: Retail, assembly and service
businesses, government and school facilities, church and
organization purposes, single metered multiple residences,
street or field lighting, multiple residence water pumping,
and for purposes not specifically covered by other rate
schedules.

RATE
The rate charge shall be the sum of the customer charge and
the energy charge, but not less than the minimum charge,
computed as follows:
Customer Charge
$ 7.50 per month
Energy Charge
$ 0.0450 per kwh
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Minimum Charge
$15.00 per month or
$.65 per month per kw of system capacity provided
by the District to serve customer's requirements,
whichever is greater.
UNMETERED CUSTOMER-OWNED STREET LIGHTING FACILITIES
Monthly Charge

Wattage

$ 1.60
2.76
3.20
6.40
15.93

100
175
200
400
1,000

Flat rate based on 4,200 hours per year.
METERED CUSTOMER-OWNED STREET AND/OR METERED PUBLIC/
NON-PROFIT RECREATIONAL FIELD LIGHTING FACILITIES
Energy Charge
$ 0.0450 per kwh
Minimum Charge
$15.00 per month
Maintenance, replacement and lamp renewal of customerowned fixtures shall be provided by the District upon
request of the customer, who shall reimburse the
District for its cost.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
1)

Demand Metering. Demand meters may be installed on
electrical services of more than 200 amp single phase
(main protection rating), or multiple phase services of
more than 100 amp. (120/208 volt network considered
single phase service.)

(Res. 3665)
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2.

Fixed Electric Loads. The District may serve customers
with fixed electric loads, such as street lights,
television amplifiers and telephone booths, under a
flat rate billing agreement at this rate. Each
location shall be considered as a separate account.

3.

Single Phase - Three Phase Kilowatt-hour Meter
Totalizing. A single phase meter and a three phase
meter for a single customer within the same building
may be totalized in areas where a combination single
phase and three phase service is not feasible, provided
that the energy use through each meter equals or
exceeds the minimum charge for that meter.

4.

Seasonal Service. A charge in accordance with District
fee schedule shall be paid by the customer for
reestablishing service at the same location within 12
months of discontinuance of service. Seasonal service
is not available to accounts with terms contracts or
transformer capacity minimums.

5.

Schedule Change. If a customer exceeds more than 50kw
of measured demand twice in a calendar year, the
customer may be moved to Rate Schedule 55.

6.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

7.

B.P.A. Ad-justment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON

Effective December 20, 1999

Resolution No.2927
Amended by Res. No. 3496
and 3665

SCHEDULE 55
LARGE GENERAL SERVICE RATE
AVAILABILITY
This schedule is available in all territory served by the
District for customers with 50 kilowatt or greater of
demand. Examples include: Retail and service businesses,
government and school facilities, church and organization
purposes, single metered multiple residences, multiple
residence water pumping, and for purposes not specifically
covered by other rate schedules.

RATE
The rate charge shall be the sum of the customer charge, the
energy charge, and the demand charge, but not less than the
minimum charge, computed as follows:
Customer Charge
$10.00 per month
Energy Charge
$ 0.0329 per kwh
Demand Charge
$ 4.35 per kw per month.
$ .50 off peak demand rate for previously
qualified customers - see Provision 7

(Res.3665)
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Minimum Charge
$30.00 per month or
$ .65 per month per kw of system capacity provided by
the District to serve customer's requirements, whichever is
-greater.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

Demand Metering. Demand meters may be installed on
electrical services of more than 200 amp single phase
(main protection rating) or multiple phase services of
more than 100 amp. (120/208 volt network considered
single phase service.)

2.

Single Phase - Three Phase Kilowatt-hour Totalizing. A
single phase meter and a three phase meter for a single
customer within the same building may be totalized in
areas where a combination single phase and three phase
service is not feasible, provided that the energy use
through each meter equals or exceeds the minimum charge
for that meter.

I

Schedule Change. A change to or from Schedule 55 shall
not be made by the same customer in a shorter interval
than one year's time.
4.

Power Factor Adjustment. This rate shall be increased
in accordance with Schedule 97.

5.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

6.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

7.

Offpeak Demand Rate. The offpeak demand rate is $0.50
per kw per month for each kw the offpeak demand exceeds
the onpeak demand. Reduced demand rate will be
available from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Monday through
Friday, and from 10:00 p.m. Friday to 7:00 a.m. Monday;
provided that an appropriate District offpeak demand
meter has been first installed and customer's metering
contribution has been paid.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Res. No. 3665

Effective December 20, 1999

SCHEDULE 80
SMALL INDUSTRIAL RATE
AVAILABILITY
This schedule is available in all territory served by the
District, for a greater than 35 measured kilowatt load, but
less than 500 kw load, three phase electric service for
manufacturing, processing, and mining purposes. Examples
include: Agricultural and sea food freezing and processing,
gravel and mineral mining, log and wood processing, water
pumping and processing, metal and plastic fabrication,
petroleum and chemical refining, and other similar
activities.
RATE
The rate charge shall be the sum of the customer charge, the
energy charge and the demand charge, but not less than the
minimum charge, computed as follows:
Customer Charge
$10.00 per month
Energy Charge
$ 0.0343 per kwh
Demand Charge
$ 4.35 per kw per month
Minimum Charge
$30.00 per month or
$.65 per month per kw of system capacity provided
by the District to serve customer's requirements,
whichever is greater.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

Network Services. 120/208 volt two phase network
considered single phase service.

2.

Power Factor Adjustment. This rate shall be increased
in accordance with Schedule 97.

3.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

4.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Effective December 20, 1999
Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Reso. No. 3665
SCHEDULE 82
LARGE INDUSTRIAL RATE
AVAILABILITY
This schedule is available in all territory served by the
District for three phase electric service with 500 through
2500 KW of load, for manufacturing, processing and mining
purposes. Examples include: Metal and plastic fabrication,
log and wood processing, agriculture and sea food
processing, petroleum and chemical refining, water pumping
and processing, gravel and mineral mining, and other similar
activities.
TERM
Service provided under this schedule shall be under a
contract for a minimum period of five years.
RATE
The rate charge shall be the sum of the customer charge, the
energy charge and the demand charge, but not less than the
minimum charge, computed as follows:
Customer Charge
$30.00 per month
Energy Charge
$ 0.0335 per kwh
Demand Charge
$ 4.35 per kw per month
Minimum Charge
$.65 per month per kw of system capacity provided
by the District to serve customer's requirements.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

Power Factor Adjustment. This rate shall be increased
in accordance with Schedule 97.

2.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

3.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Effective December 20, 1999
Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Reso. No. 3665
SCHEDULE 84
INDUSTRIAL RATE, UNREGULATED VOLTAGE
AVAILABILITY
This schedule is applicable to Industrial Plants, Raw
Material or Semiraw Material Processing Plants, and Water
Pumping Plants with electrical service for loads less than
7,500 kilowatts. Retail organizations and other classes of
customers shall not be served under this schedule.
Service under this schedule is not available on a seasonal
or temporary basis.
TERM
Service provided under this schedule shall be under a
contract for a minimum period of five years.
RATE
The rate charge shall be the sum of the customer charge, the
energy charge and the demand charge, but not less than the
minimum charge, computed as follows:
Customer Charge
$30.00 per month
Energy Charge
$ 0.0256 per kwh
Demand Charge
$ 4.35 per kw per month
Minimum Charge
$.65 per month per kw of system capacity provided
by the District to serve customer's requirements.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

Voltage Frequency and Phase. The voltage requirements
of District Service Policies shall not apply. Voltage
shall be unregulated from District transmission system.
Frequency shall be 60 hertz alternating current. Phase
shall be three phase.

2.

Power Factor Adjustment. This rate shall be increased
in accordance with Schedule 97.

3.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

4.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Res. No. 3665

Effective December 20, 1999

SCHEDULE 86
MUNICIPAL STREET LIGHTING - DISTRICT OWNED
AVAILABILITY
This schedule or any portion thereof is available to
incorporated cities and towns and street lighting districts
served by the District for street lighting purposes.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE
Lighting service from dusk to dawn for public streets,
alleys, and thoroughfares, with facilities supplied by the
District in accordance with District's specifications.
RATE
DISTRICT-OWNED FIXTURES; INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND
ENERGY
Wattage Lumens
100
200

9,650
22,000

Fixture Type
High pressure sodium
High pressure sodium

Monthly Charge
$ 6.75
11.90

UNMETERED CUSTOMER-OWNED STREET LIGHT; ENERGY ONLY
CHARGE - RATE SCHEDULE 50
Maintenance, replacement, and lamp renewal of customer-owned
fixtures shall be provided by the District upon request of
the customer who shall reimburse the District for its costs.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
District-Owned Fixtures and Facilities
1.

System supplied by the District shall be overhead
construction consisting of wood poles, aerial circuit,
mast arms not over eight feet long, and standard
luminaires.
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2.

The District will supply lamp renewals, controllers and
switching equipment, glassware cleaning and
replacement, and system maintenance.

3.

Should the customer desire lighting fixtures, wires,
etc., installed on property other than owned by the
District, it shall be the customer's responsibility to
obtain clearance, easement, etc., and pay fees, rentals
or assessments connected therewith. Proper clearances
must be submitted to the District prior to installation'
of lighting equipment.

4.

Extension of overhead facilities shall not be in excess
of one span to serve each fixture. If any poles in
addition to existing poles are required, the customer
shall pay the cost of such poles and their
installation. If service to an individual fixture
requires the installation of a transformer, the
customer shall pay the labor cost of such installation.

5.

Contracts. Service taken under this schedule shall be
for a minimum period of ten years for each fixture
installation. In the event the customer does not
fulfill the terms of the contract, the customer shall
be liable for the installation and removal cost of
District-owned facilities.

6

Removal of District Fixtures. At locations where
abnormal maintenance or replacement of District
fixtures is required, it shall be the District's option
to remove these fixtures. Should the customer desire
to continue service at these locations, replacement and
maintenance costs shall be the responsibility of the
customer.

Underground Wiring Systems and Nonstandard Fixtures and
Poles
1.

Wiring systems, poles, and nonstandard lighting
fixtures shall be installed, owned and maintained by
the customer. The District will provide its standard
fixture and install same on customer-owned poles,
provided poles or ornamental standards supplied by the
customer are compatible with District hardware; and the
monthly billing shall be at the appropriate rate per
fixture as defined under District-Owned Fixtures.

(Res. 3665)
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2.

The District may under appropriate contracts provide
other than standard equipment.

Customer-Owned Public/Non-Profit Recreational Field Lighting
Facilities
1.

The customer shall be responsible for the total cost of
electrical facilities to serve the recreational field
lighting.

2.

The District will provide metered service under
Schedule 50.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.
B.P.A. Adiustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Effective December 20, 1999

Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Res. No. 3665

SCHEDULE 88
YARD LIGHTING RATE
AVAILABILITY
This service is applicable to all property owners or long
term lessees of property with yard light service.
RATE
The charge per fixture shall be as follows:
Wattage

*

100
200
1,000

Fixture Type
High pressure sodium
High pressure sodium
Mercury vapor street light

Monthly Charge
$ 7.60
12.10
29.00

Limited to existing fixtures presently under contract.
Deterioration of this luminaire will result in the
removal thereof.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

Lighting Service Hours. Yard lighting service will be
from dusk to dawn. Lighting time control shall be by
the District through an automatic light sensitive
controller.

2.

Fixture Location. Overhead electric supply wires shall
be limited to 150 feet in length and must originate at
existing District 240 volt secondary. Yard lighting
service from District underground system is not
available. Lighting fixture will only be attached to a
pole. Fixture shall not be attached to a tree, tower
or building or to a pole that is a part of such.
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3.

Support Pole. Lighting fixture may be attached to
District pole that is on customer's property or on
public road right of way adjacent to customer's
property. Customer may furnish, own and maintain pole
complying with following minimum standards:
Butt-treated cedar or full-treated fir, 30 feet in
length, six-inch top diameter, set five feet deep,
complete with guys and anchors as required.
This pole may also be used for an electric service
meter pole.

4.

Continuity of Service. It shall be the customer's
responsibility to notify the District of controller or
lamp failure.

5.

Fixture Damage. Customer shall reimburse the District
for the cost of repairing or replacing fixtures that
have been damaged through negligence, wilfull
destruction or vandalism.

6.

Private Lighting. Electrical service for privately
owned lighting fixtures shall be by applicable electric
service schedule.

7.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

8.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Effective December 20, 1999

Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Res. No. 3665

SCHEDULE 93
INDUSTRIAL GENERAL SERVICE RATE
AVAILABILITY
This schedule is applicable to Industrial plants, Raw
Material or Semiraw Material Processing Plants, no longer in
operation, that require electrical service to permanently
terminate operation.
Service under this schedule is available only to those
industries no longer in operation with satisfactory
completion of prior electric service contracts with the
District.
TERM
Service provided under this schedule shall be under a
contract cancellable upon thirty days notice.
RATE
The rate charge shall be the sum of the customer charge, the
energy charge and the demand charge, but not less than the
minimum charge, computed as follows:
Customer Charge
$30.00 per month
Energy Charge
$ 0.0256 per kwh
Demand Charge
$ 4.35 per kw per month
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Minimum Charge
$ .65 per month per kw of system capacity
provided by the District to serve customer's
requirements.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

Power Factor Adjustment. This rate shall be increased
in accordance with Schedule 97.

2.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

3.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

4.

Additional Costs. Payment by customer of costs or
removal of all District facilities from customer's
plant site to District's warehousing area and
performance of any prior contractual obligations.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Effective December 20, 1999

Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Res. No. 3665

SCHEDULE 94
IRRIGATION RATE
AVAILABILITY
This schedule is applicable to all District customers with
electric service for irrigation pumping of five horsepower
or greater. Energy delivered under this schedule may also
be used for crop harvesting, chemical spraying, crop frost
protection, fertilizer spreading, etc., used in conjunction
with an irrigation system.
RATE
The rate charge shall be the sum of the customer charge, the
energy charge and the horsepower charge, but not less than
the minimum charge, computed as follows:
Customer Charge
$ 5.00 per month
Energy Charge
$ 0.0231 per kwh
Capacity Charge
$ .65 per hp per month
Based on connected pump horsepower
Minimum Charge
Capacity charge, plus the $5.00 customer charge
per month
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

Pump Motor Size. It shall be the responsibility of the
customer to notify the District of any change in
connected pump motor size.

2.

Meter Reading. Meter will be read at least once a
year, and estimated monthly bills will be delivered to
the customer, subject to adjustment after actual meter
readings.

3.

Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

4.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.

(Res. 3665)
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PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Resolution 2920
Amended by Res. No. 3665

Effective December 20, 1999
SCHEDULE 96

VERY LARGE INDUSTRIAL
AVAILABILITY
This Schedule is applicable to Industrial plants greater
than 7,500 kw under special contracts approved by the Board
of Commissioners of the District. The special contacts
shall specify the conditions under which service is
authorized.
RATES
Pulp Mills
Customer Charge
Energy Charge
September through March
April through August
Demand Charge
Coincident
Maximum

$125.00 per month
.0247 per kwh
.0182 per kwh
$ 4.50 per kw per month
$ 1.30 per kw per month

GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.

If electrical consumption increases sufficiently to
subject the District to the provisions of the New Large
Single Load as defined in the Regional Power Act, any
additional costs assessed to the District as a result
of this load increase will be passed on directly to the
customer.

2.

Power Factor Adjustment. This rate shall be increased
in accordance with Schedule 97.

3.

Section 71 - Schedule 96- Page 1
Tax Additions. The above rate shall be increased in
accordance with Schedule 98.

B.P.A. Adjustment. The above rate may be increased in
accordance with Schedule 99.
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4.

PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT NO. 1 OF
GRAYS HARBOR COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Resolution No. 2920
Amended by Res. No. 3016,
3611 and 3665

Effective December 20, 1999

SCHEDULE 100
SERVICE CHARGES - FEE SCHEDULE
See Section 10 of the Service Policies for detailed definitions.
Account Service Charge
Read and/or set meter, and open or transfer
existing account to new customer
Seasonal Service Fee
Reestablishment of Electric Service to same
customer at the same location
Per month account closed
But not to exceed
(Does not include Account Service Charge)

$ 10

$ 15
110

New Account Fee
Establish new account for location that has not
had service
Electric service
Yard lighting service

$ 50
30

Temporary Service Fee
Does not include new account fee
Single phase
Three phase

$ 25
50

Special Meter Reading
Requested by customer

$ 10

Late Fee Charge - Effective September 1, 1999
31 days after billing

$ 5

Return Check Charge
Check returned by bank for lack of sufficient
funds

$ 20
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Meter Tampering Charge
Breaking District seal or damaging meter
Reconnection Fee - Effective August 1, 1999
Per account. Applicable only to non-pay
Disconnects, during regular working hours
8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
After 4:00 p.m., or weekends/holidays

$100

No Charge
$ 30
100

After Hours Connect Charge (Section 10)
5:00 PM through 8:00 AM
$ 10.00
Account Service Fee
60.00
Overtime
$130.00
Initial Deposit
$200.00
Total Due

$200

Trouble Call
District serviceman dispatched at customer's
request, and trouble found to be customer's
Regular working hours
Regular hours plus overtime
All overtime callout

None
$ 50
75

Field Contact Fee
District personnel dispatch to contact customer
concerning unpaid account

$ 20

Ocean Shores Line Extension Fee
Per lot cost for residential line extensions

(Res. 3665)
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$1,750

